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Co-Chair Welcome Letter
SEFH Judges:
On behalf of our Board of Directors and leadership team, we are pleased to welcome you as Judges for
the Science & Engineering Fair of Houston (SEFH), presented by Chevron. For more than 60 years, SEFH
has provided a venue for some of the most talented young people in the greater Houston region to come
together and share their passion for STEM research. Each year, more than 1,000 middle and high school
students submit projects on topics across 17 separate categories encompassing a wide range of topics from
microbiology and mathematics to aerospace engineering and environmental science.
As Houston’s premier youth STEM competition, SEFH projects represent the best work selected from
school and district level fairs across 23 counties in our region. From more than 700 entries, SEFH Judges
select the best of the best to compete for a wide range of prizes including internships and college
scholarships. Top participants at SEFH are also invited to present their work at Texas Science &
Engineering Fair (TXSEF), International Science & Engineering Fair (ISEF), and the Broadcom Masters
competition to compete for over $5 million of scholarships and prizes.
Each year, more than 500 Houston area STEM professionals volunteer their time to support SEFH as
Place Award Judges. The core experiences of SEFH are the interactions between student participants and
volunteer Judges. For many students, SEFH represents their first opportunity to present their research in
a professional setting, so their experiences are likely to shape the way they view STEM learning long after
the fair ends. SEFH depends on the expertise, integrity, and commitment of our volunteer Judges to ensure
SEFH is fair competition and valuable learning experiences for our students.
The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of the judging process as a starting point for our
volunteers. While detailed, this guide is not intended to be exhaustive or to serve as a replacement for
other trainings and support we offer to our Judges. If after reading this guide you have any questions about
the judging process or SEFH in general, please do not hesitate to contact your Category Coordinator or
either Co-Chair of Judging. Our team is here to make sure you are prepared and comfortable in your role
as a Judge.
Thank you for volunteering as a Place Award Judge for the Science & Engineering Fair of Houston. We
look forward to working with this year!

With gratitude,

Andrew Kapral
Co‐Chair of Judging, SEFH 2020

Jay Levy
Co‐Chair of Judging, SEFH 2020
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Judging Process

Pre-Fair
Registration: To manage the recruitment process and maintain accurate contact records, SEFH requires
all judges to register online each year. The registration form is available at
https://sefhouston.org/judges-sefh/. During registration, judges will have the opportunity to specify
three categories they prefer to judge at the fair. Following registration, judges will receive an
automatic confirmation email.
Preliminary Assignment Notification: Within 10 business days, judges will be assigned to a category
and will receive a notification email indicating their initial category placement. Please note, these
assignments are considered preliminary and may change prior to the fair.
Email Updates: category coordinators, judging co-chairs, or other fair administrators will send regular
email updates with logistics information, access to project abstracts, and requests for information.
If requested, we ask judges to reply to these emails promptly.
Assist with Recruitment: Each year SEFH needs more than 500 volunteer judges to make the fair
successful. We rely heavily on our current judges to help recruit their colleagues and will provide
materials (e.g. recruitment flyers, sample emails) to support this process.
Lead Judges: Category coordinators will select experienced SEFH judges to lead judge teams and will
notify lead judges prior to the day of the fair.

Judging Phases
Before Judging Begins
Arrival & Check-in: Judges should plan to arrive at the fair 45 minutes before phase 1 judging begins
to allow time to check-in, meet their category coordinator, and receive judging assignments. Lead
judges should plan to arrive at least 60 minutes before phase I to be among the first judges to receive
their assignments. Upon arrival, judges should follow signs to the judges’ area and check-in with
their assigned category coordinator. At check-in, judges will be assigned a unique three-digit number
and give a set of stickers with this number. NOTE: Judges should place a numbered sticker next to
their name on the sign-in sheet to connect judge ID numbers to names.
Project Assignments: Following check-in judges should proceed to the group of round tables marked
with the name of their assigned category. category coordinators will assign judge teams, provide
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materials, and answer questions about the judging process; Lead Judges will assist. NOTE:
Depending on the number of no-shows, it is possible Judges will be reassigned to a different division
or category following check-in.
Judging Materials: Judges will receive the following materials from their category coordinator: a
badge, a description of scoring indicators (see Appendix B), a score sheet (see sample in Appendix
C below), a list of assigned projects for Phase 1, a map of the project categories, a set of judge
number stickers, a set of colored stickers, and a pen or pencil.
Judge Number Stickers: Judges should place an ID number sticker on every assignment sheet, scoring
document, feedback form, nomination form, and award summary sheet they use during the event.
Walking the Floor: If time remains after meeting with category coordinators, judges may visit the
judging floor. This provides an opportunity to find projects in their assigned category, but judges
should avoid discussing projects with participants. judges must be back in the Judges’ area at least
5 minutes before the beginning of phase 1.
Phase 1
Purpose: The purpose of phase 1 is to interview every participant, score every project, and advance
approximately 30% to 40% of projects to phase 2.
Timing: Phase I lasts approximately three hours with 2.5 hours allotted to interviews and 30 minutes
allotted to caucuses. NOTE: During phase 1, judges will have a maximum of 10 minutes at each
project. Timing is self-paced, so judges must remain on schedule to complete assigned interviews.
lead judges should monitor progress and keep team members on schedule.
Judging Teams: During phase 1, judges work in teams of three to four people to evaluate the same set
of projects. NOTE: judge teams should not interview and score participants as a team. Instead,
judges should interview and score participants on their own and discuss projects only during the
phase 1 Caucus.
Locating Projects: Judges should use their list of assigned projects, the category map, and floor signs
to locate projects. Upon arriving at a project, judges should verify the project’s information
(division, category, table number) matches their assignment sheet. NOTE: It is possible a participant
will have stepped away from their project briefly. Judges should move on to a different project and
return later. If the participant is still missing after the third attempt to begin the interview, the judge
should not judge the project and should notify their category coordinator. NOTE: Missing projects
will be marked as “no show” on their table IDs and Project Inspection Sheets (See Appendix E).
Required Project Components: Projects should include the following components: project sisplay,
abstract, lab notebook / log book, completed Project Inspection Sheets (See Appendix E. In some
case projects are also required to display Regulated Research (Appendix F) or Continuation
(Appendix G) Forms. Projects missing required components should be scored lower in relevant
categories.
Interviewing Participants: Each project will be represented by one or more participants (students).
participants will present their project for 5 minutes followed by specific questions from the judge.
judges should gather information and record notes needed to assess the quality of the project
according to the scoring indicators. Before leaving the project, judges should place a brightly colored
sticker on the project indicating it has been viewed. These stickers provide lead judges, category
coordinators, and other fair officials with a visual indicator of the number of times a project has been
visited.
Scoring Projects: Judges must score each project during phase 1 using the score sheet provided.
Projects are scored using six indicators ranging from 10 to 25 points each. Descriptions of each
indicator are provided (see Appendix B). It is recommended that judges record scores for each
project immediately following the relevant interview. NOTE: Use only whole numbers when
assigning scores. NOTE: If time is available after all interviews have concluded, judges may want
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to briefly return to each project while finalizing their scores. This process can help judges calibrate
their scoring. Score sheets must be returned to lead judges during the phase I caucus.
Caucusing: Once a judge has finalized scores for all their assigned projects, they should return to the
Judges’ area and wait for their other team members. Once all members of the judge team have
arrived, the lead judge will facilitate a discussion to select the top projects to move on to phase II.
The lead judge will then identify these projects on the phase 1 summary form and return it to the
category coordinator along with all phase 1 score sheets. NOTE: Judge teams do not need to rank
order the projects moving to phase 2 since all projects are considered equal and reevaluated.
Phase 2
Purpose: The purpose of phase 2 is twofold: (1) to interview participants advanced from phase I, select
place awards for the category, and select a grand award nominee; and (2) to provide constructive
feedback to all participants.
Timing: Phase 2 lasts approximately two hours with 90 minutes allotted for interviews and 30 minutes
for caucusing.
Judge Responsibilities: During phase 2, lead judges and category coordinators are responsible for
conducting interviews of participants advanced from phase 1 and selecting place awards. Remaining
judges are responsible for providing feedback to participants.
Lead Judge Teams: During phase 2, lead judges work in teams to evaluate all projects in their category
which advanced from phase 1. NOTE: lead judges do not need to re-interview their assigned
participants from phase 1. Instead, lead judges should only interview participants advanced to phase
2 by other phase 1 judge teams. In general, lead judges should try to interview and score participants
individually and discuss projects only during caucusing.
Interviewing Participants: Interviews should proceed in the same manner as Phase 1.
Providing Feedback: Judges who are not members of lead judge teams will still conduct interviews
during phase 2 following the same procedures used during phase 1, but with a new group of
participants. The purpose of these interviews will be to provide feedback to projects based on the
scoring criteria. judges will be provided with a feedback form to record comments, and these forms
will be shared with participants after the fair. NOTE: Participants are generally not told they have
failed to advance from phase 1 to phase 2, so it is important interviews be conducted using the same
procedures as phase 1. Judges should not inform participants regarding their status.
Caucusing: Once a lead judge has completed interviews for all remaining projects, they should return
to the judges’ area and wait for their other team members. Once all members of the lead judge team
have arrived, the category coordinator will facilitate a discussion to select place awards. The
category coordinator will then identify these projects on the place award summary form and return
it to the judging co-chairs along with score sheets for all projects on the category.
Phase 3
Purpose: The purpose of phase 3 is to interview category winners and select SEFH Grand Awards.
Timing: Phase 3 lasts for about two hours including 90 minutes for interviews and 30 minutes for
caucusing.
Judge Responsibility: Judges and lead judges are not typically responsible for phase 3 judging
activities. At the end for phase 2 almost all judges are released and free to leave the fair or attend
the SEFH public day, which takes place during phase 3.
Grand Award Selection Teams: category coordinators for each division are divided into three teams:
Life Science, Physical Science; & Engineering to conduct phase 3 interviews. NOTE: During Phase
3, category coordinators interview participants as a team.
Caucusing: Following the final interviews, grand award selection teams meet to discuss projects and
select Grand Award Winners. In the Senior Division, three Grand Awards and an Alternate are
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named for each of the three content areas (i.e. life, physical, engineering). Grand Award Winners
in the Senior Division are invited to represent SEFH at the International Science & Engineering
Fair. In the Junior Division, One Grand Award winner is named for each content area. A list of
winners is compiled by the Co-Chairs of Judging and delivered to the Fair Executive Director and
Associate Director. Awards will be announced at a ceremony during the week following the fair,
so winners should be kept confidential until announced.

Special Circumstances
Team Projects: A substantial percentage of projects are conducted by teams of participants. When
interviewing a team of participants, judges should be looking for evidence work on team projects
was reasonably equitable.
Continuation Projects: Projects that are continuations of a previous year’s project will include a form
(See example in Appendix F). Continuation projects should show evidence of extension beyond
previous work and be judged primarily based work from the current year. Lack of evidence in this
area should factor into scoring.
Regulated Research Projects: Projects completed with the help of a research facility will include a
Regulated Research Form (see example in Appendix G). If Judges believe an undeclared project
was done in a research facility, they should notify their Category Coordinator. Regulated research
forms include declarations from students and mentors indicating that work presented in the students’
own effort. SEFH relies on these declarations, and judges should generally do the same.
Disrespectful Participants: Disrespectful participants, parents, advisors should be reported to the Chair
of Judging, Associate Director, and Executive Director. Individuals will be given one warning and
asked to leave the fair if disrespectful behavior continues.

Tips for Judges
Proper Attire: Participants will be in professional dress. Judges are not required to conform to a specific
dress code but should be neatly and appropriately dressed. Judges representing a specific
organization are encouraged to wear badges and/or an article of clothing to identify their affiliation.
Contact with Participants: Judges should avoid asking participants to provide personal information
(e.g. name, school, district, advisors) and should take care in their interactions with students. Judges
should not know their assigned participants and should notify their category Coordinator if they
have been assigned to interview an acquaintance.
Participant Stress: SEFH is an inherently stressful environment for students. Judges should seek to
minimize this stress rather than add to it (i.e. interactions with judges should not end with students
in tears!). As such, Judges should avoid the following: comparing projects in front of participants,
discussing projects with other judges outside the judges’ area, making unnecessarily pointed
criticisms, allowing participants to view score sheets.
Student Feedback: SEFH is a learning experience for students, and Judges are encouraged to provide
appropriate and constructive feedback during Phase 1 and especially during Phase 2 interviews.
Asking Questions: During interviews, Judges should ask questions to determine the participant’s
understanding of project related foundational content knowledge. Judges should rely on their
understanding of a topic when asking questions and evaluating responses but should avoid allowing
their own knowledge of a topic alter their expectations for students.
Consensus: Each Judge is likely to view projects somewhat differently. Discussing viewpoints and
coming to general agreement about the relative strength of assigned projects is the purpose of the
caucusing process. Decision coming out of the caucus should reflect the best thinking of the group
but may not entirely reflect the thinking of every group member. Judges are encouraged to be honest,
open-minded, and respectful throughout this difficult process.
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SEFH Special Recognition Awards
Creativity Excellence Award
The SEFH Creative Excellence Award is given to projects which demonstrate excellence in creativity as
determined by the project’s objectives, design, and presentation. During Phase 1, Judges will nominate up to
one project for consideration by completing a nomination form and delivering it to their Category Coordinator.
Judges are not required to make nominations and should only submit projects they view as worthy. Nominees
will be given the opportunity to deliver a one-minute oral description of their project in response to the prompt:
“What makes this the most creative project on the floor this year?” During Phase 1, Judges should be on the
lookout for unique projects.

SEFH Lab Notebook Award
The SEFH Lab Notebook Award will be given to the most complete and thorough Lab Notebook. Excellent
Lab Notebooks should carefully and thoroughly document the research or design processes of the project and
reflect best practices of scientific record keeping. Notebooks that are purely reproductions of content from
project displays should not be nominated for this award. During Phase 1, Judges will nominate up to one
project for consideration by completing a nomination form and delivering it to their Category Coordinator.
Judges are not required to make nominations and should only submit projects they view as worthy. Nominated
notebooks will be reviewed by a selection committee during Phase 2.

Sample Nomination Form (example)
Special Recognition Awards Nominations
SEFH provides Special Recognition Awards to Projects which display excellence in creativity in objective,
design, and presentation or outstanding documentation through a Lab Notebook. We welcome
nominations from Judges during Phase 1 scoring. Please complete this form and return it to your Category
Coordinator.

Judge ID: ________________ Category: _________________

Creativity Award Nominee:

Division: _____________________

____________________
Project Table ID Number

______________________________________________________
Project Title

Lab Notebook Award Nominee:

____________________
Project Table ID Number

______________________________________________________
Project Title
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Glossary of Terms
Projects: Student developed science or engineering projects submitted to SEFH for review.
Participants (Students): Students responsible for conducting and presenting projects.
Judge: Volunteer STEM professionals assigned to evaluate (Phase 1) and provide feedback (Phase 2) on
projects by interviewing participants, scoring projects based on established criteria, and selecting
project to advance from Phase 1 to Phase 2.
Judge Team: A group of three or four Judges led by a Lead Judge and responsible for interviewing and
scoring the same set of projects during Phase 1.
Lead Judges: Experienced Judges assigned to facilitate the activities of Judge Teams during Phase 1
including facilitating Phase 1 caucuses, collecting Phase 1 score sheets, and submitting Phase 1
summary reports to Category Coordinators. Lead Judges also participate as Judges during Phase 1 and
Phase 2.
Lead Judge Team: A group of Lead Judges led by a Category Coordinator and responsible for
interviewing and scoring the same set of projects during Phase 2.
Category Coordinator: Members of the judging leadership team responsible for managing the judging
process at the category level including assigning judging teams and Lead Judges; distributing Judge
materials, collecting score sheets, and submitting summary reports; and participating in Phases 2 & 3
judging and facilitating Phase 2 caucuses.
Judging Co-Chairs: Members of the judging leadership team responsible for overall coordination of the
judging process at SEFH.
Caucusing: A process whereby Judge Teams or Lead Judge Teams discuss projects and select projects to
move from Phase 1 to Phase 2 or to receive Place Awards.
Place Awards: Junior and Senior Division awards given to the best projects with each category based on
SEFH judging criteria. For both divisions, each Category awards four Place Awards (i.e. 1st, 2nd, 3rd &
Honorable Mention)
Grand Awards: Junior and Senior Division Awards given to the best projects across SEFH categories.
Senior Division Grand Award Winners are invited to represent SEFH at the International Science &
Engineering Fair.

Resources & Contact Information
General Information:

http://www.sefhouston.org/

Student Schedule:

https://sefhouston.org/general-information/

Judge Schedule:

https://sefhouston.org/for-judges/

Judge Registration:

https://www.aitracq.com/placeawardsjudge.php

Judging Resources:

https://sefhouston.org/for-judges/

General Questions:

Judges@SEFHouston.org

SEFH Social Media:

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/sefofhouston/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/sefofhouston/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/sefofhouston/

ISEF General Information:

https://student.societyforscience.org/intel‐isef
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Appendix A: Sample Judge Assignment Sheet
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Appendix B: Judging Criteria
Beginning with the 2019 fair, SEFH has aligned its scoring criteria to match the Intel International Science &
Engineering Fair. The criteria descriptions below are reproduced directly from ISEF to ensure alignment.
ISEF Criteria are available at https://student.societyforscience.org/judging-criteria-intel-isef.
The following evaluation criteria are used for judging at the Intel ISEF. As shown below, science and
engineering have different criteria, each with five sections as well as suggested scoring for each section. Each
section includes key items to consider for evaluation both before and after the interview.
Students are encouraged to design their posters in a clear and informative manner to allow pre- interview
evaluation and to enable the interview to become an in-depth discussion. Judges should examine the student
notebook and, if present, any special forms such as Form 1C (Regulated Research Institution/Industrial
Setting) and Form 7 (Continuation of Projects). Considerable emphasis is placed on two areas: Creativity and
Presentation, especially in the Interview section, and are discussed in more detail below.
Creativity: A creative project demonstrates imagination and inventiveness. Such projects often offer different
perspectives that open up new possibilities or new alternatives. Judges should place emphasis on research
outcomes in evaluating creativity.
Presentation/Interview: The interview provides the opportunity to interact with the finalists and evaluate their
understanding of the project’s basic science, interpretation and limitations of the results and conclusions.


If the project was done at a research or industrial facility, the Judge should determine the degree of
independence of the finalist in conducting the project, which is documented on Form 1C.



If the project was completed at home or in a school laboratory, the Judge should determine if the finalist
received any mentoring or professional guidance.



If the project is a multi-year effort, the interview should focus ONLY on the current year’s work. Judges
should review the project’s abstract and Form 7 (Intel ISEF Continuation Projects) to clarify what progress
was completed this year.



Please note that both team and individual projects are judged together, and projects should be judged only
on the basis of their quality. However, all team members should demonstrate significant contributions to
and an understanding of the project.
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Sample Judging Criteria – Quick Reference
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Appendix C: Sample Project Scoring Sheet
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Appendix D: GRB Directions & Parking

I‐45 SOUTH
Coming from Dallas, Conroe, The Woodlands, Bush Intercontinental Airport
Take I‐45 South> to I‐10 East > to US‐59 South (exit #770A)> exit Downtown Destinations‐ Hamilton Street >
right on Capitol Street > left on Avenida de las Americas
I‐45 NORTH
Coming from Galveston, NASA, Clear Lake, Houston Hobby Airport
Take I‐45 North > exit Downtown Destinations (exit #45) > exit Pease Street > right on Chartres Street > left
on Capitol > left on Avenida de las Americas
US‐59 SOUTH
Coming from Kingwood, Humble, Bush Intercontinental Airport
Take US‐59 South > exit Downtown Destinations‐Jackson Street > left on Franklin Street > right on Hamilton
Street > right on Capitol Street > left on Avenida de las Americas
US‐59 NORTH
Coming from the Galleria, Missouri City, First Colony, Sugar Land
Take US‐59 North > exit Downtown Destinations‐Polk Street > continue on Chartres Street > left on Capitol
> left on Avenida de las Americas
I‐10 WES T Coming from Baytown, Channelview, New Orleans
Take I‐10 West > to US‐59 South (exit #770A) > exit Downtown Destinations‐Hamilton Street > right on
Capitol Street > left on Avenida de las Americas
I‐10 EAST Coming from Katy, San Antonio
Take I‐10 East > to 59 South (exit #770A) > exit Downtown Destinations‐Hamilton Street > right on Capitol
Street > left on Avenida de las Americas
SH‐288 NORTH Coming from Pearland, South Loop, Reliant Park
Take SH‐288 North > to US‐59 North > exit Downtown Destinations‐Polk Street > continue on Chartres
Street > left on Capitol > left on Avenida de las Americas
SH‐290 EAST
Coming from Austin, Copperfield
Take SH‐290 East > to Loop 610 South > to I‐10 East > to US‐59 South (exit #770A) > exit Downtown
Destinations‐Hamilton Street > right on Capitol Street > left on Avenida de las Americ
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GRB Directions & Parking
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Appendix E: Project Inspection Sheet Sample
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Appendix F: Continuation Project Form
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Appendix G: Sample Regulated Research Form
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